Some people make a small mistake. Christianity, Pisslam, and Judaism are not religions. They are programs of enslavement and removal of spiritual knowledge. If 'religion' is a term dealing with what's holy, what's divine, or the path to spiritual advancement, then these three can never be called "RELIGIONS". They are PROGRAMS. Now, if they use a pseudo-religious path to brainwash and attack the people to flatten them for the jewish agenda, that is another instance.

Spiritual Satanism is *A* religion, or *THE* religion to be more accurate. Because it is the straight essence into spirituality, and ascension to the higher levels of consciousness through power meditation. Spiritual Satanism is also the foundation of everything the jews have stolen recently and perverted into murder cults (unfortunately), such as the "Masonry" and the "Illuminati", same as all Pagan religions.

People who practiced what we practice, had the same beliefs as us, and evolved spiritually, were the civilizers and the "MASONS" of the Ancient World, before these terms were perverted into jewish evil after the takeover of these organizations by jews. Now, these have nothing to do with the original religion anymore.

Another last thing. Spiritual Satanism is the root of the tree, or better yet, the power in the seed: from here do come all the other branches of Paganism, or the "Heathen" religions. We welcome these people for their beliefs, but they are the Wehrmacht and we are the SS, in the grade of spirituality speaking.

Paganism and Heathenry as they have survived today, do not have the crucial or necessary elements to re-spark completely the Ancient Power and Religions of the Blood, by THEMSELVES. They are still hundreds of times better than the enemy programs, and at least, they generate peace and wellbeing and a civil nature in people. Other than this though, they fall in vain, and they are also susceptible to be trampled over by the jews, who infiltrate and destroy such faiths. Spiritual Satanism accepts no jews, as its against their soul nature. Hardly any of these people do any serious spiritual practice, which at best is simple ritual, or other simple things, unable to throw off the enemy in any serious context.

The internal occult side of all these religions might be as well called "Spiritual Satanism" in a broad term. We practice this directly, ourselves.

They need the necessary spiritual backup and force that can only come from the seed: otherwise this tree will never grow. The jews know this, so for every collective practice that is the root of these Gentile religions and the Occult, the perverted the word "SATANISM". Which is basically, Truth-ism. The realization of the root of everything occult, the root Gentile religions from where all the branches emerge.

Now if people have guilt of banding with their own, being successful, or other complex for not 'accepting' organization, leadership, comradeship and whatever else. Deprogram
yourself. If Spiritual Satanism is to get its rightful place in this world, and if anyone is interested in Satan's Agenda of salvaging what is worthy of Humanity, then people need to step up their game and be serious about it.

Let cucks, jews, and other idiots steal your life from you, and have humanity as their cattle, when you sit idle and watch with your dying breath. After all, joining forces to fight was too hard and offensive, and being a slave for the rest of your life might have been normal and non-offensive. So deep rooted is the slavery in some people.

Spiritual Satanism is individuals in a large unity. When it is needed, we are individuals, and when it is required of us, like the Spartans we will do a shield formation and die by each other's side. Those who do not have this morality and understanding of comradeship, they do not understand what it really means to be an 'individual' and having your 'own' opinion. For your 'own' opinion to stand, our collective has to survive, live and thrive. All other people in the world, even many (((Satanic))) sects just look to eat your throat, not to mention the Abrahamists and others who seek to destroy us.

Do you want to get a glimpse of what the "Yezidi Satanists" get to happen to them? I hear some vain 'worry', very few people don't have the 'time'. If these Yezidi people had our chance to do RTR's and fight the enemy, before they LOST their lives to the enemy. Do you think they would complain of a 'feeling of unease' or their pancakes frying? Just look at this video below. Most of these people wish for the chance you, yourself have.

Yezidis, these are groups like us: people who believe in the Ancient God SHAITAN. These people are slaughtered, raped, and attempted to be annihilated. Look at what these abrahamic pisslamics do to innocent Women. AFTER ALL THIS PAIN AND ANGUISH THEY *STILL* STAND BY *HIS* MAGNIFICENCE, like so many MILLIONS who decided to RATHER DIE in their temples than CAPITULATE to the enemy abrahamic slaves and their programs.

https://odysee.com/@Commander.Cobra.666:5/Gen_Europe:1

IF you do *NOT* feel of their pain and you call yourself a "Satanist"?

We need organization, to fight, to preserve, help our own and defeat the enemy hoaxes who keep humanity blind and on the level of cattle. Those who do not devote themselves into this need to go to sleep, and watch as the world burns by the end of their petty 'lifetime', knowing they did nothing. For those who feel otherwise, throw the shield, desert, and run into your corner aside with your so called 'individuality'. Or is it called COWARDICE?

The enemy always expects their enemies to be like them: We are not, never were, and will never become like them. Our spirit is different. As Hitler stated, adjusted in our spiritual war, we will pursuit our struggle fanatically until death.

I myself and thousands of others, have no fake and vain ((("individuality"))) when it comes to our rights as Satanists and we are willing to do what needs to be done to preserve ourselves, our brotherhood, and the values which We believe are common for all of us.
Stand by each other’s side and fight. You don't need to sacrifice anything, just some time, to guarantee a future for yourself, and the world. No matter from where you see it, there are millions of reasons.

We are bringing bright times ahead, but with bright moments, there will be darker moments, especially now with the rise of the Mudslime world. We have to be strong, be resilient, and give our fighting breath for those who have built, created, preserved in any form, and practiced our beliefs, parts of the distant and more immediate spiritual family.


WE ARE ONE ARMY: FOR SATAN!

HAIL SATAN!!!

HAIL TO ALL OUR PEOPLE AND SATANIC COMRADES!!!
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